Department B - Fashion Revue

Superintendents: Linda Bottorff, Susan Duncan, & Leah Martin

Purple/Blue - $1.75; Red - $1.50; White - $1.25

Judged Tuesday, July 26 as scheduled.

Additional Premium Money:

Linda Bottorff, in memory of Carl & Laverne Sternsdorff, sponsors $12.50 premium money.

Department Special Awards: Linda Bottorff, in memory of Carl & Laverne Sternsdorff, sponsors $2 to each Fashion Revue Alternate.

Fashion Revue Rules:

1. All entries in this division should be pre-entered by noon July 19. Late entries are not eligible for champion honors but will be judged. Any changes after entry forms are sent to the Extension Office shall be made at the discretion of the department superintendents or the Extension Office only. Following judging, no changes will be accepted. Premiums will be withheld when guidelines are not met.

2. According to project phase enrolled, exhibitor may model 2 constructed garments and/or 2 ready-made outfits. In addition, exhibitor may model one embellished/decorated or recycled garment and 2-$15 outfit in construction or buymanship. In addition, those enrolled in knitting or crocheting may also model a knitted or crocheted garment. Judging scoresheets and additional details are posted on the Atchison County Extension website.

3. In Public Revue the 4-Her may model only 1 constructed, 1 buymanship outfit, 1 embellished/decorated/recycled garment, 1 $15 outfit and 1 knitted and crocheted outfit and/or garment modeled by another. Please mark 1st and 2nd choice on description sheet as to preference for modeling at the fair. Changes may be made by superintendents due to ribbon placing. Changes in outfit selected to model in public revue will result in forfeiture of premium.

4. 4-Her should know total purchase price of outfit for cost per wear purposes.

Construction/knitted/crocheted garments shall be constructed by the youth. 4-Hers exhibiting garments in the clothing construction project are strongly encouraged to model garment exhibits. Purchased outer wear may complete entry.

Purchased garments/outfits should be current year’s project work. The purpose of this project is to gain buymanship and garment care life skills. These skills are demonstrated when all outer garments are modeled. Example Current Project Work: Wearing jeans purchased the previous 4-H year with a new sweater is not acceptable as a fair exhibit. Alternating a pair of old jeans by a seamstress to become a skirt is appropriate. If 4-H member is involved in the decision-making/purchasing, a seamstress may be hired/recruited to construct a garment.

All purchased garments must be modeled by 4-H member in addition to participation in the clothing consultation judging.

5. A $15 outfit may be purchased or constructed. All outer garments, shoes and accessories shall be included in $15 price. Receipts should be available during project judging.

5. Beginner division will be those who are 7 to 8 years of age by January 1. Junior division will be those who are 9 to 13 years of age by January 1. Senior division will be those who are 14 years of age and over by January 1.

6. Exhibitors in all levels and categories must provide a photo of the individual wearing the outfit to be judged. A cost per card is required. All entries must be judged, 4-Her must model in public revue in designated outfit and exhibit in clothing department following Public Revue.

8. Champion and Reserve Champion will be chosen in each of the project phase and age division if judges deem entry worthy of purple ribbon placing. An alternate will be named at the judges’ discretion. Garment modeled by another category (Classes 110, 210 and 310) is not eligible for champion honors.

9. Champion and Reserve Champions will be announced during the public Fashion Revue to be held Thursday evening of the fair. Ribbon placings will be awarded at this time.

11. If selected for Kansas State Fair fashion revue, a 4-H member may compete in only one of the following three project phases: Constructed Garment; Girls Buymanship; or Boys Buymanship.

Beginners (7 - 8 years)

B-101 - Constructed article, garment, or outfit.
B-102 - Second constructed article, garment, or outfit.
B-103 - Knitted or crochet article, garment, or outfit.
B-104 - Second knitted or crocheted article, garment or outfit.
B-105-Boys buymanship outfit.
B-106-Second boy’s buymanship outfit.
B-107-Girls buymanship outfit.
B-108-Second girl’s buymanship outfit.
B-109-Embellished/Decorated/Recycled other
B-110-Constructed article, garment or outfit modeled by another.
B-111-$15 outfit.
B-112-Second $15 outfit

**Junior (9-13 years)**

B-201-Constructed article, garment, or outfit.
B-202-Second constructed article, garment, or outfit.
B 203-Knitted or crochet article, garment, or outfit
B 204-Second knitted or crocheted article, garment or outfit.
B 205 –Boys Buymanship
B 206- Second Boys Buymanship
B 207 Girls Buymanship
B 208 Second Girls buymanship
B 209 Embellished/Decorated/Recycled other
B 210 Constructed article, garment or outfit modeled by another
B 211 $15 Outfit
B 212 Second $15 Outfit

**Senior (14 year and over)**

B 301-Constructed article, garment, or outfit.
B 302-Second constructed article, garment, or outfit.
B 303-Knitted or crochet article, garment or outfit.
B 304 Second knitted or crocheted article, garment or outfit.
B 305-Boys buymanship.
B 306-Second boy’s buymanship.
B 307-Girls buymanship.
B 308-Second girl’s buymanship.
B 309-Embellished/Decorated/Recycled other
B 310-Constructed article, garment or outfit modeled by another.
B-311-$15 outfit.
B-312-Second $15 outfit